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MOTIVATED EDUCATION, PERSONAL
EDUCATION, DIGITAL EDUCATION
Disrupting EdTech by using AI to
understand behavior patterns and how
users are learning.

DOVER, DE, UNITED STATES, October
19, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Classerium recognized as a potential Unicorn and being selected by 360Lab Accelerator (4 out of
936, €100k investment, €900k option), NEWCHIP Accelerator (40 out of 1000+ #1US online
Accelerator), Amazon (AWS Activate $45k), Segment Startup ($250k+ in perks), Web Summit
(Alpha Track+Mentor), Pepperdine "Americas most Fund-able Companies" (Top 50 out of
4000+).

Now Currently in a $1.000.000 Seed round at a $5-$7M Valuation, locking in partners and
investors.

"Re-Thinking Education, Learning & Training with an Adaptive platform"

MOTIVATED EDUCATION

Students learn better, keeping them more engaged, motivated and wanting to complete.

PERSONAL EDUCATION

No longer will different learners of different abilities and potential be exposed to the same
content.

DIGITAL EDUCATION

Disrupting EdTech by using AI to understand behavior patterns and how users are learning.

Classerium´s team are attending, networking and showcasing the Classerium platform and how
we will change the future, at various conferences and events during the next 4 months.

"Often, focus is on teaching, but it's learning that matters the most!"

Expanding into all areas of education, professional education on an adaptive platform in any
language, at any time, to everyone! Embracing new pathways of learning! Learning from the
individual students behavioral actions, using AI/Machine Learning to create unique individual
learning paths.

"If you have a brain you're a learner"

Become part of Classerium's disruption of the education industry and global learning.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.360-lab.com/accelerator/
https://launch.newchip.com/
https://classerium.com/en/


Reach out to us! Meet the founders and our team at Wolves Summit (Warsaw), SaaStock
(Dublin/Sydney), WebSummit (Lisbon), Slush (Finland), AI EXPO (USA), NOAH (UK, London), Dubai
Invest (UAE) and more.

Drop by at www.classerium.com and reach out.

With a North American HQ in Delaware, US and an EU HQ in Denmark, EU

Brian Piehl
Classerium
+1 872-213-5981
email us here
Visit us on social media:
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
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